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All19 of the 1974-75 ASUNM budget requests passed, as
did the constitutional amendments. The budget results are
as follows:
Margin
of
Function
Yes
No
Passage
AGORA
1467
254
1213
ASUNM Scholarship
1508
193
1415
Ballet Folklorica
1110
519
591
Black Student Union
978
315
663
Oinical Law
1444
255
1189
Crafts Area
1322
310
1012
Cultural Program
1364
303
1061
Duplicating Center
304
1289
985
General Government
994
566
428
International Center
1326
330
996
Kiva Oub
998
586
412
KUNM
1366
299
1067
900 ,
Lobby
667
233
Lobo
1320
326
994
Project Consejo
1095
489
506
Speakers Committee
1373
282
1091
UNM Child Care
1498
191
1307
UNM Student Veterans
Association
1349
264
1085

Christians Celebrate
Easter .Worldwide
By United Presa International
Christians ·throughout the
world Sunday celebrated the
resurrection of Christ on
Christendom'& most joyous
holiday.
In Jerusalem, only about 100
miles from fighting Syrians and
Israelis at the Golan Heights,
pilgrims crowded into the Church
of the Holy Sepulchre for Easter
services near the site where Christ
is said to have risen from the
dead.
At Vatican City, Pope Paul VI
delivered his "Urbi et Orbiu (to
the city and the world) message to
about 250,000 persons gathered
in St. ~eter's Square.
"The gospel of the cross • • • , "
he said uis the wise and true
interpretation of human life. And
although human life ends in
temporal death, it conserves in
itself the immortal seed of rebirth,
of resurrection and of everlasting
life."
In the United States, President
Nix on and his rami ly led
Americans celebrating Easter
Sunday. The Nixons joined about
250 neighbors at Easter services,

then returned home for a quiet
holiday at their Key Biscayne
home.
Sunrise services were popular
around the country.
In the Southern Illinois OLarks,
an estimated 2, 000 persons
trudged up a winding four-mile
road for the 37th annual sunrise
services at the base of an 111-foot
cross on Bald Knob mountain.
Some had camped atop the
mountain since Friday. At 3 a.m.
Sunday cold rain fell, but the
weather cleared and at 6:28a.m.
the faHhful were rewarded with a
beautiful sunrise.
In Los Angeles, a huge cross of
lights was beamed from the city
hall tower· as thousands of
southern Californians turned out
for sunrise services.
The largest was the 54th annual
Hollywood Bowl Easter service
which featured singer John Raitt,
actress Margaret O'Brien and the
140.voice William Hall Chorale.
Near Atlanta, an estimated
12,000 'persons, including Georgia
Gov. and Mrs. Jimmy Carter
attended sunrise services at Stone
(continuGd ott page 2)

Mayoral Candidates Speak
At Environmental Meeting
·By JEFF LEE
Of The Lobo Staff

Fifteen .mayoral candidates spoke briefly on
environmental issues at a meeting in the UNM
Anthropology building Thursday night.
.
'lhe meeting, sponsored by the Sierra Club,
the New Mexico Conservation Coordinating
Council, New Mexico Citizens for Clean Air and
Water, The League of Wontcn Voters and
Students for Environmental Action, allowed
each candidate three minutes to respond to
qu-:stions from the organizations and the
audience.
The first question was given to the
candidates a week before the meeting and asked
them to respond to the report by TRW Inc.
which indicated that there was little hope of
the city bringing its air within federal ambient
standards before 1976.
Lenton Malry, a state representative said any
solution to the problem would require a joint
effort by the city and the state. He also
advocated the use of bicycles.
Ray Baca, former chairman of the city
commission, cited the "hot spots" of
downtown and the Coronado- Winrock shopping
area and said the mayor. will have to take a
leadership tole in implementing a policy
statement coming from the Urban
Transportation Planning Policy.
David Rusk, the first candidate to campaign
for mayor, encouraged voters to support the
bond issue in the coming election which would
allow the purchase of 82 buses and the
construction fo 30 to 40 miles or bikeways.
Herb Hughes, a past state budget chief, said
as mayor, he would immediately appoint a blue
ribbon committee to decide on a policy
direction. He said he would go to business,
labor and the general community for support
but that he would personally take charge or
implementing the committee's policy.
G. P. Reyes, an ex·city commissioner, said,
uwe have to figure out where we want to go."
Although he favored the bond issue. he said,
"buying equipment isn't necessarily the best
way to go. 11 He mentioned rerouting buses and
furthet study and analysis.
Harry Kinney, past city and county
commissioner, said he had long advocated a one
cent per gallon gasoline t:.x which would
generate $1. 5 million a year for a mass transit
system. He said that as a commissioner he was
instrumental in instituting a $600,000 yearly
subsidy for the bus system. Kinney also
mentioned the possibility or exclusive lanes for
buses.
Candidate James Gonzales said the biggest
problem had been "poor planning in the past1'
but that he was tired of criticism from the press
at past and present City Commissioners or
employees. He said it was not important whose
raul t it was but to make sure that there was
better planning in the future.

Businessman John Budaghcr said he
approached the problem as a layman and that it
needed to be managed in a long-term integrated
manner.
"Albuquerque at this point has a chance to
avoid auto addiction," he said.
State Sen. Michael Alarid said the mayor's
role in the transportation problem should be to
be present and participate in hearin~s. to review
the studies that are made and to gain additional
public input from as many public hearings as
might be necessary.
Candidate Reggie Garcia said he W'dS not an
expert on the problem and that "none of the
gentlemen here have the answer."
"I haven't read the TRW report," he said,
"but if no citizen input is in it, it lacks
something very imtlortant." He said he
approached the problem with an open 1nind
and that it might take 20 years to resolve.
Sol Hoffman mentio11ed that $6 billion had
been atlocated for transportation by the federal
governme1tt since 1968. "1 would go to
Washington and get some rebates for the last
fivcycars,"ltesaid.
State Sen. John Irick said he had given the
TRW report a cursory reading and that "we're
going to have to seJI public transportation just
likeevcrythingelse."
State Rep. Robert Jordan noted the
(continued on page 2)

Apodaca Visits
UNM Today
Democratic gubernatorial candidate State
Sen. Jerry Apodaca will devote an entire day
campaigning on the UNM campus Monday in
his bid for his party's gubernatorial
nomination.
"We feel that our campaign should do
well on the campus, u Apodaca said. "We
think our campaign will appeal to the
independent, issue-oriented kinds of volcrs."
Apodaca will conduct intensive
handshaking tours on the mall and lunch
with students in the SUB. During the
afternoon, Apodaca will tour the campus,
speaking to students, faculty and other
university personnel.
ApodaM, a Las Cruces businessman, is
making his first bid for statewide office. He
is a veteran of eight years in the. State
Sf'!nate, where he is chairman of the Senate
Judiciary Committee.
A former UNM football star, Apodaca has
made full campaign contributions disclosures
as well as releasing a personal financial
stl!te~.ept.
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Mayoral Candidates Speak

Hughes S~es Self
As 'Dark· Horse'
By

,JE~'F

(Continued from page 1)

spread·ou t nature of the city and said part of
the solution will involve establishing values. He
said the mayor will have to combine leadership
with a certain amount of practicality.
Ex-City Manager Herb Smith said it was
"delightful that we suddenly have so many
environmental candidates." He said the mayor
must be a "mediator for action" and that he
must carry the message to the people or the
federal government will step in and solve the
problem in its own way. ,
Smith said he favored an incentive system for
city employees using public transportation
which would give them a bonus or extra days
off. He said any transit plan would have to be
linked with a comprehensive land use plan.
Mercedes Phillips, the only woman candidate
present, said she would need an audit of city
funds to know where the money is coming
from before she could plan for transportation.
Candidate Martin Hahn, a businessman, said,
"The majority of our citizens don't realize we

LEE

Of The L<obo Staff

tk!'IJ Hu~hes t•ates himself a
dark hurs<' in the cruwded
mayu1•al l'ac(', With uver 30
cnndidnt<•s running, he doesn't
I h ink anyun(' will receive the
I'('quir<'d ·10 percent of the vote to
lw el(•cled May 7, but Hughes
does b!'lit've that 8,000 to 10,000
vol('s will win a place in a runoff
el('ction.
. Hugh<'s has been Chairman of
tl](' Pl.'oples's Committee for
Bet[('r Governnwnt from 1971·74
and polled close to 8, 000 votes in
an unsuccessful bid to become a
city commissioner in 1970.
While , he rates former city
commision chairman Ray Baca
and ex-City Commissioner Harry
Kinney as the favori[('s, he said,
"I've got lots of friends here.
We've been here a long time."
Hughes has about $6,000 in
campaign funds now and hopes to
get close to $10,000 before the
election.
.
With an organization, money
and recognition, Hughes hopes to
win his way into a runoff election
against one of the favorites.
Crime is his number one
priority.
Of the 12.5 per cent decrease in
crime recorded this year, Hughes .
said he "hopes it's a trend, but I
think we have a long way to go."
As mayor he would hire more
pa tro I men and locate several
police substations in the Heights
and one in the. Valley, Hughes
maintains that para-professional
police workers would cut the cost
of the additional officers and that
sub-stations might cost less than
adding on to downtown facilities.
Hughes was a member of the
New Mexico Corrections
Commission last year.
"You'll never get rehabilitative
programs without tightening up
both ends," he said. Although he
endorses drug rehabilitation
programs like DARE and Odyssey
House, Hughes is opposed to plans
for distributing drugs to addicts
like those which have been
discussed in the State Legislature
and by Sheriff Lester Hay. Such
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Herb Hughes
plans will have to come from the
federal level, he said.
Hughes also opposes any
changes in the Jaws on marijuana
from which he says there is a "real
possibility of permanent damage."
In view of the recent protests
over the location of the city's new
jail Hughes thinks the decision
may fall to the new mayor and
council.
Concerning the whole concept
of rehabilitation, Hughes said
"People will have to get involved.
You can't just put people away."
Hughes said city growth is
"becoming a bogus issue. The real
issue is planning." He favors the
formulation of a strong master
plan.
He also favors infill
development, saying he would like
the County Assessor to reassess
much of the land within the city
limits that is vacant. He believes
that if it were valued higher,
owners would begin to utilize it
rather than pay higher taxes on
empty land.
Hughes also favors making the
extension of utilities to
subdivisions more expensive and
making developers take more
responsibility for their projects.

Mountain Park.
In other parts of the country,
the Salvation Army distribute;
Easter baskets filled with gifts,
especiaUy in areas devastated by
the April 3rd tornadoes.
In Jerusalem police mingled
with the crowds as a
precautionary measure against
possible Arab guerrilla action. But
the Crowds lining the streets
leading to Church of the Holy
Sepulchre were only half as large
as last year.
The first services of the day
were the Armenian Orthodox.
Clouds of incense filled the brown
marble sepulchre over Christ's
tradi tiona! burial site. Black
hooded priests Oanked the tomb
chanting ancient prayers.
Many Easter celebrants in the
Holy Land arose before dawn and
walked to such sites as the Mount
of Olives for sunrise prayers.
In Greece, residents of Athens
and other cities visited army
camps to celebrate Easter with

their relatives and friends in
uniform in accordance with an old
Greek tradition.
Leaders of the military·backed
regime, including President
General Phaedon Gltizikis and
armed forces chief Gen. Gregorios
Bonanos toured army camps in
the area of Athens cracking eggs

ZDRBI\·s
GREEK NIGHT CLUB

With Authentic Boosouki Music and Greek Folk Dances
ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday
Folk Dancing Instructed
6 to 9 p.m.
LUNCH & DINNER SERVED DAILY
featuring Authentic Greek Cuisine
and a complete American Menu
also
Cocktails & Imported Greek Wines,
with Aperitifs
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with soldiers and visitors, eating
roast lamb and toasting with wine.
Grey skies and unseasonably
raw temperatures in New York
failed to daunt the holiday
crowds, which turned out to
dis play their Easter finery on
Fifth Avenue.

professional belly
dancers from the
middle east
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Ziegler Blasts Ford's Pres. Plans
KEY BISCAYNE, FLA.- White Houoo Pre~s Secretary ROI1ald
L. Ziegler sharply critized Sunday as "inappropriate" remarks by
Vice President Gerald L Ford on his future pl;ms should
President Nixon resign or be compelled to leave office.
Speaking of Nixon, Ziegler said: "He is going to be here until
1977."
Ziegler mati!l the comment to a TV inte~iewer as It~ left t~e
Key Biscayne Community Church where N1xon and h1s fam•IY
attended Easter worship services.
It was the first public comment by a White House official on
the interview which Ford gave to John Osborne of the New
Republic Magazine which has upset presidential aides.

In the article, Ford discussed a possible future cabinet should
be assume the presidency before Nixon's second term ends and he
said Ziegler definitely would not be asked to remain as press
secretary.
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In the article Ford repeated that be does not believe there will
be a mid-term succession to the presidency and "he does not
want it to happen."
But in discussing his vision of a Ford cabinet, the vice president
made it clear that Secretary of State Henry A. Kisscnger would
stay on and Defense Secretary James Schlesinger would be
dropped.

Ford discussed a possible future cabinet should
he assume the presidency before Nixon's second
term ends, and he said Ron Ziegler would not
remain as press secretary.
'l'he article has been widely quoted and Ford-appearing
somewhat uncomfortable about it-has been questioned further
on his current speaking tour.
His press secretary, Paul Miltich, said FOl'd emphasized to
reporters that he does not expect to be president., but was willing
to answer speculative questions on what he would do as president
because of the inherent responsibility of any vice president to be
prepared for the White House.
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The next GSA Council meetlnjt Is
Mon., April 1&, 7 p.m. In Rm. 129.'
SUB.
Mexican Dance Workshop wiU be
held Wed. Apr. 17, 8:15 In KeUer HalL

T be M cdical Colle(l;e Admissions
1'cs\ (MOAT), required of all applicants
to the UNM School of Medicine will be
administcr~d May 4 at UNM.
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Screening for hypertension will be
held in the SUB Apr, 1&19 from
10:00 a.m. 'til 2:00p.m.

you should sign

The Kirtland Stay·in·School
Program will have openings for summer
jobs for life guards. Applicants must
have a Water Safety Instructor
Certificate (current or renewable) or a
Senior Lif~ Saving Certificate or both.
Applicants must qualify for
work·study. Check at Student Aides in
Mesa Vista Hall for qualifications if
interested ..
There are also a few openings for
math aids and engineering aids.
Physics, engineering majors at
sophomore or junior level preferred.

The Romans gave the name of
Caledonia to present-day Scotland.
and called the people Caledonians.
The Scots, a Celtic race that spoke
Gaelic, came from Ireland, then
called Scotia.

the petition
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Questions o.nd Answers o.bout PIRG
QUESTION: What is the petition for?
ANSWER The petition requests that the Board of Regent of UNM establish procedures
for collecting $2.00 membership dues from each UNM student each semester. The
money is to be turned over to the New Mex1co Pubhc Interest Research Group
(NMPIRG).

Phone 242-0000

QUESTION: What will PIRG do with the money?
ANSWER: PIRG's Board of Directors, wh1ch will be elected by the student body, will
use the money to hire a staff of between 5 and 9 professionals (lawyers. social and
natural scientists. engineers, writers. organizers). The student-elected Board of D1rectors
will hire and lire the profess1onal staff and set work-priorities for them.

the Warsaw University's
department of sociology.
In Octo her of 1970, she
organized the first international
meeting of family sociologists in
Warsaw attended by family
sociologists from socialist
countries. Tlis year she is
affiliated with the University of
Minnesota's Family Studies
Center.
Both Arrabal's and
Lobodzinska 's lectures are a
presentation of the ASUNM
Speakers Committee. There is no
charge and the lectures are open
to the public.

QUESTION: Will P/RG be associated in any way wrth ASUNM l
ANSWER: The imtial PIRG organization. which 1s coordinating the current petition
dnve, is chartered as a student group on campus and IS recogmzed by ASUNM.
However, after a majonty of students have signed the petition. PI RG will then
incorporate as an independent, not-for-profit corporation under the laws of New Mexico.
At that point PIRG will become independent of ASUNM. PIRG will not thereafter use the
University's name many of its publicity. PIRG will then no longer be based on campus.
although UNM students will continue to run the organization by electing its Board of
Directors in campus-wide elections. PIRG will not use any University facilities without
permission and, where ne-:t.~sary, appropriate compensation. Thus, in no sense is PIRG
"just another ASUNM thmg."
QUESTION: How are students involved with PIRG after it gets going?
ANSWER: frequently professors will give academic credit for student work on a P RG
project. Students may also volunteer time. researching, helping prepare litig,,tion,
carrying out public education programs, presenting testimony to a regulatory borly, or
simply staffing the PI RG office. In addition. PI RG's typically hire students part-timt. in a
work-study arrangement. Finally, summer internship programs for modest pav are
usually part of PI RG activities on other campuses and presumably would be instituted by
NMPIRG.
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Have you signed
the PIRG petition?

Try our family Restaurant
602 Central SW

2713 Central N.W.

ScssJon:s on Contraception
sexuality at Student Health
CcntC)\ ltm. 220, rrucs. 2-4: p.m.
Women's Medical Sell·he)p and pap
clinic at Student Health Center, Wed.
Z.4 p, m. Minimal charges · for pap
and/<>~

Asked about Ford's remarks to Osborne, Ziegler said grimly: "I
don't think that's an appropriate thing to talk about on Easter
Sunday. It's not appropriate. He is going to be around here until
1977."

Christians Celebrate Easter

(Continued from page 1)

Arrabal, !'rof To Speak
Noted Spanish dramatist
Fernando Arrabal will speak
tonight at 8 p.m. in the SUB
Ballroom. Arrabal's lecture, El
Teatro Campesino of California,
will be in Spanish and an
interpreter wiD be present.
On Tuesday, April 16, Barbara
Lobodzinska will speak on the
position of women behind the
Iron Curtain. Her talk will also be
at 8 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom.
Lobodzinska taught sociology
of medicine at the Medical
Academy of Warsaw, Poland from
1969 to 1970. Mter that, she
continued to serve as a lecturer at

are in a cr1s1s. They aren't having trouble
getting from one place to another." He called
the TRW study "an impractical, unworkable
program which we cannot implement," and said
that no candidate can back it until
environmental groups inform the population,
When each candidate was asked if he
supported the proposed purchase of 14,000
acres of land for a West Mesa airport, only
Malry and Hahn favored both the purchase and
the airport, while other candidates supported
the land purchase but doubte(l the value of a
major commercial air facility.
A question on the proposed expansion of the
Coronado Shopping Center, which wa~
mentioned as an already highly polluted area in
the TRW study, showed that although most
candidates except for Jordan and Hahn were
against the new development, there at·e no laws
under which it might have been halted.
A similar meeting will be held tonight in the
Anthropology building with the rest of the
mayoral candidates invited.
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Discol'e/' tile World of' Backpacking

1406 Eubank Blvd., N.E.

If you have any more questrons you can ptck up
some more tnfotmalton at 2026 Mesa Vtsta or call
277,2738. We can use your help Please contact

us

298-4296
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'READ ALL ABOUT IT ••• WE SHOULD BE SO LUCKY ••• READ ALL ABOUT ITI'

Evaluating The Vote
In the ASUNM General Election, the 1974-75 Budget
proposals gave the students the chance to indicate which
organizations should or should not be funded according
to the allocations prepared by the ASUNM president
and senate. Fortunately for the senate, the students
chose to give their approval to all 19 of the proposals.
Trying to interpret the final outcome on the budget
questions is a tricky, if not impossible, task. But the fact
remains that the results of students directly voting as
how their money is to be spent, and on which
organizations, is really the only positive means by which
ASUNM has to judge student opinion.
The three organizations that received the most "yes"
votes were ASUNM Scholarship, UNM Child Care
Center and Agora.
The three organizations that received the most "no"
votes, but were still approved, were ASUNM Lobby
Committee, Black Student Union and the Kiva Club.
What conclusions can be drawn from the votes cast
for these six organizations? Are students more inclined
.to approve the distribution of their money for
organizations that effect a greater portion of the student
body than funding special interests or minority groups?
Did the athletic boycott have a backlash effect, causing
those that did vote to vote "no" for minority group
funding?
It's doubtfu I that anyone has the answers to these
questions, but the results are there. Will the new
ASUNM president, vice-president and senate take this
expression of student sentiment into consideration next
year in ordering their collective priorities? Only time
will tell.

Replies To Allegations Concerning PIRG Petitions
J. Anamosa's lengthy letter
on April 11 revealed some
surprising attitudes, as well as
some serious misconceptions
about PIRG.
Mr. Anamosa says
democratic principles don't
apply to PIRG because PIRG
isn't an elected government.
We find it somewhat shocking
that Mr. Anamosa thinks
democratic principles
shouldn't apply to a group of
people as homogeneous and
identifiable as a university
community. Provided that
the rights of the minority are
protected, as they are by the
PI RG funding plan, we
cannot see why a majority of
students shouldn't have the
right to tax themselves and
establish PIRG.
Mr. Anamosa's second
point was the PIRG funding
plan denies him the right of
free speech. We cannot follow
this line of reasoning at all.
Mr. Anamosa will always
rem a in free to accept or

Opinion ...
Involvement Must Be Reinstated
I have, in recent weeks, become increasingly
allowing the Constitution to be ravished; creating
disturbed about the apathetic views on
not a presidency, but a four-year term of
dictatorship.
impeachment held by much of the general
If apathy is to continue as it is toward the
public; hopefully your readers are experiencing
this same concern, Opinions on impeachment as • Presidency and the impeachment process, we
. , to whether or not President Nixon should be
shall create a post whereby the President, by
>' impeached do not trouble me-our country was disregarding the laws of the land via the guise of
l conceived on thought and opinion. My concern
"national security" and "separation of powers,"
and worry is directed to the lack of
may distort the office of the President and set
opinion-apathy-that is growing among the
precedents tha. will distort the Constitution
beyond repair.
populous of this country. Our nation was made
Congress is motivated to action usually only
great by free throught; it was thought and not
apathy that was responsible for the creation of
by "strong public opinion," and if apathy is the
the Constitution and The United States of . reaction then Congress will continue its "do
nothing" attitude.
Americ.J.
As we have seen through the example of Viet
It is vi a the use of opinion that this
government has remained strong, and it is.for this
Nam, public opinion has worked for the will of
the people and the principles set up by the
reason that the people of the United States must
Constitution-" A government of the People, by
formulate opinions again toward the
the People, and for the People.'' I want to see
impeachment of Richard 'Milhouse Nixon. Why
must opinion and not apathy be stimulated?
this form of government continue, and it will
Simply because our Constitution and the highest
only if this nation's populous begins, once again,
to become involved in the carrying out of
office in the land are at stake. If apathy
government.
continues to grow, it is quite plausible that the
impeachment process will fade into oblivion,
David W. Hendry, Jr.

the ideas of PIRG. He can
refuse to support PI RG and
that refusal will be respected
without any hesitation. The
PIRG funding plan
specifically protects Mr.
Anamosa from having to
support ideas he abhors.
Mr. Anamosa's third
contention was that no
control has been exercised to
assure the validity of names
on PIRG petitions. The PIRG
petitions will be checked
against student enrollment
lists before they are sent to

the Board of Regents.
Presumably the Regents will
want to double-check. In this
way we will be very sure that
no one has signed more than
once, and that all signers are
registered students.
Mr. Anamosa also said that
by advocating a viewpoint on
public policy questions, PIRG
will have to be "partisan."
We are using the term
"non-partisan" in its accepted
dictionary meaning: "free
from party affiliation, bias or
(continued on page B)

Feels Not Enough Coverage
It seems a shame that
PIRG, with already well over
5,000 students in support of
it, cannot at the same time
receive a much-needed boost
from the LOBO. There are
substantially more students
already supporting PI RG than
normally vote in any given
election on this campus. The
PI RG campaign seems an
ideal news story for a student
newspaper to cover. large
numbers of UNM students are
involved in a struggle to
create a 'PI RG; very few
students are actually opposed
to the goals of PI RG; the
proposed funding scheme for
PIRG is a worthy topic of
debate; there is even a small
anti· PI RG petitioning effort;
several students have refused
to supply their student ID
numbers in response to the
New Mexico Civil liberties
Union invasion of privacy
campaign (the NMCLU has
endorsed PIRG); and there
are so many exciting projects
the PIRGs on 95 campuses
across the country have
worked on.
Why, then, has there only
been one story on PI RG this
last week and not even a
mention of PIRG in the
LOBO's editorial column
except in reference to the

veto of Fiesta funds? Aside
from this coverage, any
reference there has been to
PIRG has been paid for by
PIRG or else submitted in the
form of letters to the editor.
The LOBO editorial staff,
whether they're for PIRG or
against them should at least
be devoting more time to this
important and newsworthy
item. The ASUNM elections,
which will probably involve
substantially fewer students
in terms of participants than
PIRG's petition campaign
already has, has rated daily
news stories and editorial
comments. In fact, a lot of
the news stories of the
election have been deemed
front-page material.
Just look at Wednesday's
front page: over half of it is
taken up With "Just What Did
Students Think About
Yesterday?" It seems evident
that over 5,000 students have
given some thought to PIRG,
which will try to make the
activities of the students of
UNM more relevant to the
real world.
If you don't support us, we
can live with that. But please
don't shut off the lines of
communication on something
which concerns over 5,000
students on this campus.
Ed Coles
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By JEFFREY HUDSON
the performance the stag<> erupted
Deemed to be totally asawholecrewofweirdosstartt>d
imp r ov is a ti onal, and with dragging equipment onto the
unprecedented
support by the stage, fazing the couple not the
:>.
:= crowd, The Contemporary least.
The guy next to me yelled,
~ Performance Ensemble presented
the
typical
classical
duet
of
"You're
not Heavy!"-ah, just like
8 cl;uinet and piano Thursday night the Parisian
dada days, doitlg
·~
>:
in
Keller
Hall.
Ten
seconds
into
away
with
protocol
as we know it
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PEC OKs 2 Concerts,
Gives Fiesta ~1500
The Popular Entertainment
Committee (PEC) Friday granted
$1500 for Fiesta, approved two
concerts, turned down two, tabled
two, and found out Van Morrison
is no longer available in June,
A major part of the meeting
time was spent in discussion of
the Fiesta request and the many
proposed options. The committee
finally decided to grant $1500 for
entertainment with the stipulation
that no more than that amount be
spent by Fiesta Committee on the
featured band.
Promoter Stephen Part of
Starship Enterprises, who made
the original, offer for a Van
Morrison concert two and a half
weeks ago, told the committee
Morrison had temporarily
dropped part of his current U.S.
tour in favor of a European one.
But Part said it would be picked
up again in August, and that he
felt as good about getting an
August date here as he did about
the June one he had offered.
PEC approved a June 8 SUB
Ballroom concert by Dan Hicks,
and one by America on a July
weekend They turned down an
offer for the Ear I Scruggs Revue
June 1 and Todd Rundgren May
19, and tab led proposals for War
and B. B. King June 16 and
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5 Study in Spain
i
i UNM Credit (3-9 hrs) i
i
June 17-July 25
i

.

i
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The University of Newi
!Mexico is sponsoring a sum·!
session in Madrid, S!Jaini
I•mer
.
•
:th 1ssummer.
! Courses offNE'd art> Iberian
!History to 1700. Spani~h Civili·
fzation, History of Spanish
iOverseas
Expansion,
Ad·
ivancE'd
Com posit ion
an<
iConvPrsation, Und!•rgradual£
§Reading~. and Gradual(• ProlJ·

!lems.

i

A prefl'r(•tKe b grantl'd
!UN.\-1 Studt>nh but an~ \tuj
Edt>nt n1ay apply. Applirantl
i!mu5t
know Snanish.
Normally:
•
.
I'
I II
=rour
~Pml'~tNs of roliPW' PVE':
1
spani<.h or nat iwabilit i' ani
C"Oll'.id!•r('(t M(•( , ... ,ar)' ror <,lJ(' i
n•s<,ful partkipalion.
5
A '>LI!\!JE''t'•d total budg!'l o15
$10fXJ inrlud''" $115 tuition.;
plu., trawl, room and ho.Jrdj
ThP figurP will varv wrth rndr·i
vidual pr!'f!'rt'TH l''> ir1 tr.lll'.por:
I.J!ion, lodging, E'l!.
Interested persons s .. outdi
!contact the office of lnterna- 1
itiotlal Programs and Services!
ion campus at 1717 Roma NE. 1
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'Earth, Wind, & Fire, date
uncertain.
It was also announced that the
Tracy Nelson & Mother Earth
concert scheduled for Apr. 27
could not be held because the
SUB Ballroom was not reserved in
time. It was suggested that Fil'.sta
Committee consider booking th~
group a~ their "big name" band
for the early May festivities.

Ask

in the name of art.
Singing ala Barbara Streisand,
Amy Nowacki set the stage as the
audience hooted.
The Ensemble began to play,
for the duet had long since
disappeared; the music grew from
grey colors to a crazY raucous of
thunderous noises and massive
movements in an unsetL!ed piece:
"Fron tie1· Restamanl." During
the storm the guy continued to
play at the rotten eating

pop-soft reflections.
"Cocaine gets me higher!" the
guy next. to me yelled.
I di.dn't know wlwtlwr to laugh
oredgeaway.
I said, "You bett<>r watch it guy
ot· they might try to throw you
out." I r<'memb<'red Artuad doing
that to B1·eton and his fellows.
'"Tiwy can't toss me out-l'm
the great Patricio!" he said as they
tossed raspberries at him from the
stag<>. The audience tittCI"<>d.

Theil· talent began to emerge;
they wanted to be sharp and
moody, but the heckler wouldn't
1e t them take themselves
seriously.
John Truit could play more
tones and keys than the mulity
t•ecorder pieces he had. David
Wright, a fine baritone, played
violin like very birds, playing,
drifting in like a title wave as
it swept past, watering the nest.
(contillucd on page B)
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I oud speakers

gasp<>d,
player tried, and like a
they lined up for a
barber shop quartet

the sax
tunch call
bamyard
in their

overalls and serapes, with helmets

and backgammon boards.
Like people lost in a train
st;~tion they wandered the stage.
The pseudo·perfo1·mer next to ml'
yelled "False prophets!"
Then they settled down to play
like a tt·ain stuck in a
tunnel-sharp bursts, stop

!.
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Draft Beer & Hot Sandwich $1
11-2 p.m.
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in Pepino's

Family Room
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8:00 PM-10:00 PM
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7804 Central SE

INTERNATIONAL
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Hair DesignNs
for
Men & Women

ex <I u;iwl y by
appoinlnwnt

255-0166

4310 Central SE
Central Location Only
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"PLEASE HELP
MAKE NEXT WEEK

THE BIGGEST OF
MY CAREER:'

The brewers of Budweiser, in cooperation with ABC Hadio, asked me to
remind you that April 22-27 is National
College "Pitch In!" Week.
All week, all over America, students
like you will be filling up litter cans
like me.
If there's an official "Pitch In!" Week
program in your campus community,
join up. If there isn't, you can still
support the national effort. Just pick
up any litter in your path next week
and bring it to me.
Thanks,
see you
then.

-

Pitch

In!~

Offens·e Sh-ines In Wind;

Squad Garne Approaches .
By DEL JONES
Of Sports Staff
The Lobos will practice
Tuesda Wednesday, and Friday
this w:,;k finishing with the first
of two intrasquad games in Clovis
0
Saturday The Lobos will
r·n
· g' practice with an
1 ·15 h
sp~m arne at University
. ~
~~a~~~uathe gfollowing Saturday.
"It will be game conditions for
both games," said Mondt.
"Everything including kickoffs."
The Clovis booster club invited
the Lobos to play the game some
time ago and they are expecting a
large turnout. The Clovis booster
club is paying all expenses for the
Lobos to travel there.
"It's good public relations for
us to play there," said Mondt. "It
could help us recruit from there in
the future.
Clovis High School won the
state championship last season
and are expected to again have a
good team
The divlding of the squad into
two, teams is something that
Mondt hasn't completely decided
on yet but he expects to play the
number one offense with the

(Photo by Mike Gandcrt)
FREE RIDE: A Lobo defender hangs on 1o a 1eamma1e runningback
in a Spring practice session. The foo1ballers play 1he first of two
in1rasquad scrimmage games Sa1urday in Clovis.

Netters Down Aztecs, 7-2
The UNM tennis team won all
but one singles and one doubles
match on their way to a 7·2
victory over the San Diego State
Aztecs at San Di11go Saturday.
The only Lobo losses came at
the hands of San Diego State's
Bob Meyer who defeated UNM's
Mike Owen 6·4, 6·0, and teamed
up with Stu Yesgoor to beat
Owen and Jerry Garver in the
number three doubles match, 6·2,
7·5.
Other than that the Lobos had
a pleasant afternoon with o1tly
one Lobo, Lennart Bergqvist,
going as far as three sets with his
opponent John Wyatt (2·6, 6·2,
6·3) before defeating him,
The Lobos now travel to Long
Beach State for a Monday match.
They play Red lands Colll'ge on
Tuesday, then come borne by way
of Arizona whl're they'll meet
WAC foes Arizona in Tucson on
Thursday, and Arizona State in

the ASU Invitational on Friday Arndt def. Bill Chaffee 6·3, 6·2.
Hernando Aguirre Def. Stu
and Saturday in Tempe.
Peter Arndt played the number Yasgoor 7·6, 6·2. Brad Coleman
one singles spot for the .Lob<;>s def. Rich DeMartini 7·5, 6·2,
against San Diego and eastly d1d Lcnnart Bcrgqvist deC. John Wyatt
away with Bill Chaffee 6•3, 6·2. 2·6, 6·2, 6·3. Jerry Garver def.
Arndt Brad Coleman, and Dave Austin 7·6, 6·4. Mike Owen
Hcrna~do Aguirre liavc been dcf. by Bob Meyer 6·4, 6·0.
rotating in the number one spot ·Aguirre·Arndt def.
Wyatt· DeMartini 6•4, 7·6.
all season.
Aguirre defeated Stu Chaffee Bergqvist·Coleman def.
Chaffee· Fallon 6· 3, · 6·3.
7·6, 6·2, and Coleman defeated
Garver·Owcn
deC. by
Rich DeMartini 7·5, 6·2.
Yasgoor·Meyer
6-2,
?~-~·
The Lobos are now 6·5 on the
-.............
...
year.
UNM 7, San Diego State 2
Have you signed
UNM LISTED FIRST: Peter

'
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WEST
120 Yale S.E.

number two defense against the
number two offense and the
number one defense in the
Albuquerque game. This Saturday
in Clovis Mondt will probably set
up a draft and let the players
choose up sides,
.
Mandt already displaying that
he's not afraid to change tradition
by ins~lling a. passing pro·set
offense, ts changmg another long
time tradit!on byd~cidingnotto
haye a v~rstty-~lumm g~me to ~nd
thts years sprmg practice sesston.
It is only fitting that th_e UNM
football. team would co~tmue to
show stgns of resurrectmg from
the dead _under new head football
coach BtU Mondt on the day
before .Eas~r.
.
.
Playmg. 111 near frcezmg thtrty
m.p._h. wmds, the Lo';lOs had a
scrt m mage P r act tc~ from
2:0.0·3:50 :Saturday and dtsplayc\1
an tmpresstve offense bot~ on t~e
gr?,und and through the Windy a•~;
Everyone played well today,
said Mandt. "The wind wears
everyone out an~ com,Pietely
destroys concentratiOn. It s hard
to think with the wind whistling
around your car."
M o n d t then asked a
groundskecper to go upstairs and
shut it off.
The wind also kept the
air-minded Lobos on the ground
more than they have in past
ctices. Chester
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Goods.on broke for. long gat~ 8
const stenly while H~lev 1
1
~
Thompson and Preston a af~l
~
dem~mstrated .some power
runnm~ up the m.tddle.
Passmg sensatwn Stev~ Myer
had another good day wtth the .0
strong wind having little effect on ~
his bullet passes. But it was the "'
receivers _that Mandt was most ....
pleased w1th.
Y'
....
"I think that was our single <C>
biggest improvement. Our
receivers only dropped about
three passes that were ~hro~ i_n
their hands. Our o(.fens1ve lme. IS
doing a heck of a JOb protectmg
on the pass too."
Myer noted for his passing also
showed an ability to run Saturday
continuing a UNM tradition.' But
this year without the wishbone
Myer will probably be scrambling
more than he'll be running a set
play.
With only two weeks left of
t' e as allowed by NCAA
pr~~;c Mondt expects to be
~rking mostly on drop back
. g
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the PIRG petition?
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823 Yale S.E.
Expert Repairs
on II Makes

842-9100

Friendly
Service

Streak
into a
Van Heusen!
For revealing your true colors
in a most original way,
.~freaking can hardly be
overlooked! But for keeping
up appea.mnces in the most
high-spirited styling, daring
designs and eye-opening
hues, you'll al.~o need the
dashing fashion from
Van Heusen - adventurous
new shirts that always get
noticed!

Enter ffiiller's Pick-Em-Up

Progrom Todoy!
Do a little bit for ecology and win big for your
fraternity, sorority, dorm or organization. The Miller Reclamation Co. is giving away on your campus
big prizes (color TV's, pool tables, etc.). just for
picking up Miller bottles, cans and M1ller keg
stickers.
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Papa
G.1ne11·'IS

off any pizza
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Only two jumpers bettered
Nance's preliminary performance
in the finals. Josh Owusu of
Angelo State won with a 25-9 1h.
The third place finisher had a
24·10. Neither Nance, who was a
double entrant, or Melvin Powers
qualified for the 440 hurdles
finals. The event was won in 50.4
and the sixth place finisher had a
52.6.
The team of Walt Henderson,
Michael Solomon, Jose LaPorte
and Chris Glover did not qualify
in the 880 yard relay. Ingemar
Jcrn berg finished out of the
jumping in the pole vault. He had
a 15·6 while the first six finishers
were at 16.0.

Make"
Indian Jewelry
OLD TOWN

The Story of Laetrile - Acclaimed As A Powerful Tool,
That Provides the Ideal Treatment for the Disease that
Kills over 2,000,000 Men, Women and Children Every
Year.
"LAETRILE DESTROYS CANCER CELLS WITH
MO HARMFUL SIDE EFFECTS"

AMERICAN OPINION
BOOK STORE
The Truth In Time
Store HoW's 9 am•6 pm Weekdays • Wed. to 9 pm

SS05 Lom•• NE- 285•4178- Albuquerque
~,

'VAC Southern. Division
Standing

Have you signed
the PIRG petition?
•
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call 255-8320
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ASU
UTEP
2
4
just as big as the Texas Relays.
UNM
0
6
These arc two of the three big Games last wcci~relay events we will be in."
April 12: ASU 12-UNM 1, Ari>.,
UNM is scheduled to compete 11-UTEP 1. At>ril 13: AS.U ll-UNM
1, ASU 11-UNM 0, Ariz, 25-UTEP 3,
in the California Relays May 25 at
Modesto. But there- is a lot of UTEP 7-Ari?.. 4,
Lobo games this weekaction before then. After the
April 16: NMSU vs. UNM at Lobo
Kansas Relays this Saturday, the
Field (1 p.m.)
Lobos have an away dual meet April 17: UTEP vs, UNM at Sports
with BYU, a home dual with Stadium (7 p.m.)
Colorado, and the WAC April 18: U'rEP vs. UNM at Sports
championships (May 10.11) which Stadium (1 p.m.-doublehoader).
will be held here,
~--·COUPON·---,
Lobo long jumper, Bob Nance,
.
suffered an injury during last
.
Saturday's competition at Austin
that probably cost him a finish in
the top three or four. In the
preliminaries, in which you jump
to qualify for the finals, the
freshman went 25-2. He hurt his
50¢
leg, however, and was unable to
take part in those finals.
~
with this ad

"Control For Cancer"

I'

For details, collection schedules, and free pickemup bags, contact your organization head, Mil_ler
campus rep. Rick Bell, or phone New Mexico
Selling Co., 247-1571.

Down in Tucson over the
weekend, UTE!? was getting
whipped in its fh·st two games
with Arizona-11·1, 5·3-but then
came back in the final game and
upset the Wildcats, 7·4, The
Miners also managed a win the
week before against ASU, so now
they are two games up on th!l
cella1~dwelling Lobos.
The Sun Devils played their

weelwnd set·ies without Bump
Wills, so11 of ex-Dodger great
Maury Wills, who has been the
team's leading hitter. He bmke a
leg last week and will be out for
the season, ASU didn't need Wills
against UNM.
Freshman Jim Peterson, now
8· 0, seat tered ninl' hits and
stranded 10 UNM runners in
beating the Lobos Friday night .
Saturday's Devil starters wen>
more stingy, Jim Umarger, 6·1,
held the Lobos to seven hits in the
day game, and John Polanski, 6·1,
limited them to five in the night
contest.

DO YOU NEED
CASH?
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Earn $1 0 a week
donate twice weekly
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•

BLOOD
!PLASMA!

I
'

DONOR CENTER
8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday-Saturday

DOCTOR IN
RESIDENCE

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

APRIL READY MADE/RED TAG

FRAmE6001
SALE
1o
OFF
REG. PRICES
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Program starts now and ends May 6.

UNM get a complete game from
its starting pitchet•, while each
member of_ ASU's "Big Three"
went the distance in the series,

None of the three Lobo
startt>rs-Doug Johnso11, J{ent
Seaman, Jim Webet-made it as
far as the seventh inning as ASU
pounded out 40 hits to UNM's 21.
Leftfielder Garrett Strong was the
big Devil slugger slamming a two
run homer Friday and a tht·ec·ruu
shot in S turday's night game,
Mike Pettenuzzo had a pah· of
two-hit games at the plate for tlw
Lobos.

-,

iI

VAN HEUSEN'

To get .o.u.t of the WAC
Southern Dtv1s1on basement, at
the se!!son's halfway_ point, the
Lobo baseballers wtll have to
sweep thcit· three game series with
UTEP this week lit the Spmts
Stadium.
Last Friday attd Saturday,
UNM lost three very similar-type
games to Arizona State at Mesa's
Rendeveous" Park. The Lobos
were routed 12·1 Friday and 11·1,
11·0 in Saturday's day-night
doubleheader. In no game did
UNM get as many as ten hits or
ASU as few as ten. In no game did

By GREGORY LALIRE
Lobo Sport Editor
None of the eleven Lobos
competing in the 47th Texas
Relays over the weekend were
able to place (finislt in top isx)
but versatile Frank Joseph and the
mile relay team came close.
Joseph, the UNM decathlon
entrant, began the ten events test
last Wednesday and he brought
home a seventh place Saturday.
Coach Hugh Hackett said Joseph
had his best performances in the
javelin, 100 meters, and 400
meters. Joseph flung the javelin
193·6, more than eight inches
better than his old personal high
of 185·9. He ran the 100 m. in
10.9 and the 400 m. in 51.6.
The mile relay team consisting
of Elliot Skinner, Fred James,
Matt Henry and Michael Solomon
was clocked in 3:1:1.3 and mi~ed
the finals by one-tenth of a
second, Hackett said. In the mile
relay finals Baylor and Texas
Southern were both timed at
3:06.6 in a photo finish. Baylor
was ruled the winner at first, but
after a protest by Texas Southern,
it was declared a tic.
Arizona of the WAC was the
last school to place in that event
with a 3:09.8. Hackett said last
week he felt his mile quartet
would make it under 3:10, but
the 3:11.3 was still the best time
of the season for UNM's mile
rclayers.
"We ran on a good Tartan
track," Hackett said. "It's a big
transition, it's so much faster. I
think it really threw us off. There
are very few cinder tracks left in
the country, but we have been
running on one (at University
Stadium) for about a mo11th.
"The tempo is so much faster
and it takes some getting used to.
We will do a lot better next wec.k
in the Kansas Relays. They are

THE BIKE SHOP
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LOb6sAgairi Drop 3

Te,xas Tartan Causes
Cindermen Problems

The HAND-MADE BICYCLE OF FRANCE
FROM $90
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PICTURE
FRAMIIIII

3008 CENTRAL AVE. S.E.
ALBUOUEROUE,N.M. 87106

ACROSS FROM LOBO THEATRE
PHONE (505) 255-3239
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THE FINEST IN CUSTOM FRAMING
THOUSANDS OF READY-MADE
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METAL SECTION FRAMES & GLASS
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(rom pag£'

support candidates for office
or contribute to political
campaigns. PIRG will never
be associated with any
political party; it is perfectly
correct to say, therefore, that
PIRG will be rigorously
non-partisan.
We have tried hard to
publicize facts about PIRG,
but evidently some people
sti II hold mistaken ideas

.J)

designation" (Webster's New
Collegiate Dictionary). PIRG
people will certainly have
ideas and viewpoints on
public policy questions, but
PI RG will have no allegiance
to any political party or
ideology. PI RG will never

a bout what PIRG is and
could be. Everyone is
welcome to visit our office at
2026 Mesa Vista Hall where
published information can be
obtained, and where we're
h a p p y to a n s we r a n y
questions.
Kathy Taylor
John Liebendorfer
Interim Cochairpersons
NMPIRG

Contem·p·orory ...
(Contilwed from page 5)

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

Rates: 10¢ per word per day with a prior to Insertion of advertisement,
$1,00 per day minimum charge, or 66
Where: Journalism Building, Room 205,
per word per day with a 60¢ per day
or bu mail
minimum charge Cor ads published five
Cla.~sifled Advertising
or more consecutive days,
UNM P.O. Box 20
Terms: Payment must be made in full
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

PERSONALS

3)

MICHAEL BLAKE needs a 110MB. Must
be near'UNM-268-0543, Desperate.
-P-RE_G_N_A_N_T_A_N_D_NiE-o-JiELP?-Y-ou
have friends who care at Blrthrlaht.
247·9819.
WRITERS NEEDED: New Mexico Dally
Lobo, Apply In person at. the Lobo, room
168 of Student Publications.
",,
PIGLET-Happy One Year Anniversary.
l love you.-POOH.
4/16
PHIL:-You'~; great friend I Ha~;-;
_!I.~~~ blrt~day} l'o_le._.
4(15
HELP I BEING EVICTED. Need 2·bdrm
pla!!e by June 1. Preferably UNM area,
pref, a house, pref. cheap. 1f you know
ot: such a place, kindly call 266·3438. 4/19
ARCHERY CLUB FORMING. Meeting
April 24, 'l:30 pm. 2406 Jelfen~on NE.
Everyone invited, 268·4339.
4/19
I WANT-TCY.TALK"'";ith you. Have a
voice in the gubernatorial eJection. I'll
be on campus aU day. Jerry Apodaca.
4/16
LEARN TO FLY. UNM students lc faculty
get the lowest rates an:vwhere. FAA &
VA approved flight schooJ. New aircraft.
Call for Introductory ftlght. Call Paul,
821·3434 or 256-7682.
4/19
WANTED EXPERIENCED MALE actor
21 or over for serious 16mm movie, 286·
2018.
4/19
WANT ED : INTELLIGENT TYPIST,
transcribe tapes (Literature), Days: 2775205; evenings: 265-1314,
4/19
SiE SCANinNAVIA- CHEAP 1 "Scaridina,·lan Saga" Audubon Wildlife Film,
11.00 Student AdmiMion, Tues. April 18.
4/!,8
, Pop~joy, 'l :l!_O. pm,
BLUETAIL TS ,ROCK 'N' ROLL. Call2434973 or 266-0869 or 255·6259
4/19
IT IS DANGEROUS to know, but It is
more dangerous not to know. We don't
have all the answers, but maybe together,
we can try to find some solutions.
AGORA 277-3013,
4/12
WHY GO TO COOK'S and pay more'f We
have Tennis equipment, Paddle ball stuff
and other sporting Roods-always on
special. THE BIKE SHOP, 823 Yale SE.
8<12-9100.
tfn
------·~--·
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_____

LOST&FOUND

LOST: Prescription sunglasses outside
Scholes Ha11 approximately March 26.
<1/1!
Reward. 277-2711.
LOST: Saxophone tnouth·Pieee, needed
~~~ly. Pleas.~ .~~~1268_-9026.
4/17
MISSING FROM Dr. Medford's office desk
at Student Health-white lc yellow gold
wedding band. Reward.
4/23
FOUND: ONE EARRING for Jllerced eal'!l
at Yale & Cornell. Identify and claim in
Journalism Room 205.
FOUND: Coin purse eontalniJW kert and
money at Stanford a Silver. ·tdentlfJ 1:
claim. rm 205 Journalllm.

3) SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST: mM carbonribbon s:tuilranteed accuracy. Reasonable
rates. 298·7147.
4/19
LEARN TO WEAVE Wed •. 9:30-11:30
am. Thurs. 7:30·9:30 am. Four-barneS!!
taMe looms and yarn furnished •. $50 for
1() lessons. Gallery One, Nob Hill, 268..
0777.
4/16
FAST ACCURATE TYPING. Pica or elite.
. 4/18
Call 2flfi•4567 after 4 :00. .
HYPNOSrs!A~clentifl~ menta) techniqUe
tor study-Improvement, confidence,. and
control. For a free informative brochure
write or call: . Center for Hypnosis,
Lomas Merli~al Office Plaza. Suite 210,
10701 LomM N.E., AlbuquerqUe, N.M.
~71 12. 292·0370.
4/15
LANDSCAPING & LAWN maintenance.
Low monthly rates. Call 898-9011, 843·
!1431.
4/16

"

...

SERVICES

HAUL your junk C!Uick. Any load, any road.
Call Seth anytime, 281-5862.
..a12
IMAGES-PORTRAIT, PASSPORT, ap·
plication photoarapha. Close. quick, •ane.
2312-A Central SE. Behind Butterftelde.
266-9967.
1/8
LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Law School
Clinical Protrram otren legal eervlc•
lor atudenta and stair. Furnlehed b1
qualified law student. under facultJ IU•
pervlslon. Avallablllty limited to those
whose assets and Income do not exceed
tstabllshed guidelines. 60t retdstratlon
ree. Call 277·2913 or 2'l'l·860t for In·
formation and appointments. Sponsored
by Associated Student. of UNM.
tin
'I

FOR RENT

35·YEAR-OLD music major with small
piano to share suitable digs with one or
two roommates. Must locate by early
-~.~~~.~;2160 evenings. " .
4/!~
LEASE FOR SUMMER SEMESTER. Lucaya House Apt. Lead a Maple from
$115!~o~--843·7632 and 265·9593·'-- tfn
1 %-ROOM ADOBE near Old Town, S96.
765-1480 before 10 am.
4/19
WANTED7-CLEAN PERSON to sub];.;e
1 bedrm duplex, May 24 to Aug, 24. One
block from UNM. Great for couple. $125
mo. plus phone. Call 766·1073.
4/19
35-"YEAR-OLD·-;u~ic ··i.'taior with s~all
piano to share suitable digs with me or
two roommates. Must locate by early
May. 266·2160 evenings,
4/1~
HAVE YOU BEEN OVERCHARGED'f
Gotten an Inferior product? or bad aervfce? or having trouble with your land·
lord 'l If 110, call CONSUMER AFFAmS
at 277-5605 or come into room 248 in the
SUB between 12:30-4:30. We can help
you 1 Research and Conaumer Affairs.
4/23
PASSPORT,. IDENTIFICATION photGI.
Lowest y,rlces In town, fut, pleutn~r.
Near UNM. CaD 266-2444 or come to
l'l17 Girard N.E.
NEW APT8-Zunl Princess, 1-bedroom
furnished includes free utilities, refrigerated air. full bath with 11hower, $137/
mo. 7301 Zuni SE. 268-5309.
t/19
TWO 1c THREE bdrm houses. Near UNM
lc downtown. 242·7814.
4/19
ONE, TWO, .t THREE room elftcfencles
furnished. Near downtown lc UNM. 2427814.
4/19
NEW VALLEY-Three room cottage, 'May
20 thru AUg. 20. Yard, garden, house
plants. 344·4849.
4/16
THREE :ODRM HOUSE NE. 1¥.1 batb;.
. garage. 266-4641.
4l,!!i
KACHINA HOUSE-2 bloeb UNM. 1
bdrm, 2 bdrm includes utilities, $150,
SUO. 301 Harvard, 320 HarVard. 4/15
ROOMS FOR. RENT during aummer. on
campus-247·0056 after' 5:00 pm. "'116
ROSQUE PLAZA APARTMENTS. Adobe
Style-t 1: 2 Bde. Furn. 1: Unfarn.Utllltle Included. Pool, •u . barbeQue,
large bak!onlet, llaUna, ref. afr, 10 .min.
from UNM. Waterbede permitted. From
S11'in.Oo. 8201 Marnuetu. NE-268·10'11.
Student. lc ProfeMOn welcome I I I

M FOR SALE
196'1 MERCURY·PARKLANE, $1100, mtll!lt
sell, moving. Excellent condition. 243·
9646 after 6 :00, •
4/19
HEWLETT PACKARD HP 35 Calculator
used verl' little, 821·1998, 299·84<13. 4/19
DREAM CAR, eherrlest '66 'Vette in town.
Cotta see to. believe It, make olfer, Wlll
take trade, 321 Carlh!le NE.
4/19
FOR SALE: VIOLIN, Karl KniDinr in ex•
cellent condition, $120 with 2 boWl! and
case. See at 1507% Marble NW.
4/19

:--v1B

~TLA8·s:-s72i;;,d·, 2ilf!:!~'l

ANTIQUE LADIES' CLOTHES, State
Fair Flea Market, Saturday and Sunday.
4/18

51 FOR SALE
BICYCLES: Lowest prices in New Mexico
on amateur & professional bikes, 843·
9378.
4/16
1973 MAZDA STATIONW.AGON. Must
sell, below book. 277·3129 or 296-3114.
~~~Y·
4/16
HAMMOND C-3, CB-3 in church cabinet)
dollies Included, $1100. 293·6646.
<l/16
LIGHTWEIGHT, lO·speed, racing and/or
touring bicycle. Used one yell', good
shape, 766-5626 after 6 :00 pm.
..a;lG
BACKPACKERS - come inspect New
Mexico's moat complete selection ot
equipment at Back Country Sports, 2421
San Pedro NE. 266-8113.
5/3
PIANO, UPRIGHT, $275. Also church
hymnal coJlection. 262.0698.
..a/15
AKC REGISTERED Labrador Retrievel'
puppies, $76 after 6:00 Jlm, 842·5,82.
<1/15
'72 LAFAYETTE 626 23 channel, PA
outside speaker, antenna $100, Gorden.
242-9938. 11: 30-2: oo.
<l/16
CLOTHING FROM 1900-1940, Antique
quilts, furniture, photographic&. The Silver Sunbeam Antiquee, 8'09 Central NE.
..a/16
TURQUOISE 1: .DIAMONDS aet In aold.
Unusual engagement and weddine rln.re.
~!.'!· Rol!'ero.. 268-3896.
6/11
BICYCLES. BICYCLES. 8t & 1: 10 epftdl,
from $79.96. Stop by 1: 100k at our new
Japanese Takaru. THE BIKE SHOP,
823 Yale SE, 842·9100.
Un
WHJLE THEY LAST. Back l•us of tile
Dally Lobo are eold for lOt each In Student Publication• Business Olftee room
206, Joumallam BuDdin~.
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boiling, a dark and moody piece.
John Truit began on pipes of Pan
and moved to gong in tub of
water as the group invoked a
mys~ery numbe:r of lost gypsies
readmg a !.orca poem or images of
the crucifixion.
After a last improvisJon they
left one by one. Truit tossed his
shoe in the piano on the way out.
~my t~e last le~t, left singing,
There IS no busmess like show
business,"
Talking to the head heckler
after it was over I was told that he
was there to see that the audience
became a part of the performance
to fit the new image of the new
music, And for that it needed a
well thought·out effort on the
part of the audience to fulfill the
new expectation, which he
provided through his sustained
and exaggerated, well-timed and
appropriate performance (same as
the Ensemble).

Starting soft, soft like the wind
song through the hollow of a
stone, the Ensemble played varied
impromptu bits on cello, piano
with paper in it, trombone, viola,
Playing: cartoon animation-the
waking of absurd insects.
insects,
ult was heavier at rehearsal!"
the guy next to me yelled.
•'Are you part of the group?"
someone asked him.
"Don't wreck their stream of
consciousness," I added.
''Try something with a beat!"
someone else yelled.
The Ensemble proceeded to
wreck havoc on their instruments,
but cou]dn 't carry it three feet.
"It's really hard to improvise,"
one of the members of the
Ensemble stated.
"Fake it!" the guy two seats
from me yelled, for I had moved
over.
Then the Ensemble infiltrated
the audience, setting up in the
four corners of the room to play
in natural quadraphonic. One of
the members of the Ensemble
climbed the walls, got tangled up
behind the curtains and couldn't
get out. They inspired the •
audience to over"participate, as
the audience started sneaking up
on stage to add their bits.
Regaining the stage the
Ensemble instructed us in a piece
called "Dogs." A bit worth
recording, a vocal extravaganza by
far the most amusing. Composed
by Gary Strom, it is a tattliation
of impressions shouted in unison
and singularly in a rapid
arrangement.
After intermission, they invited
members of the audience to
conduct and compose for them
and in return they were made to
do animal noises and roll around
on the floor playing wildly.
It was great. The audience dug
in for hearty chuckles as the
musicians began to provoke
Keystone Kops slapstick and
Chaplin buffonery.
'The Ensemble was a kook
bunch to the last as Amy pasted
her gum on the edge of the stage
before beginning a souring of mud

EMPLOYMENT

Have you signed
the PIRG petition?

COMMERCIAL ARTIST WANTED tor
COMMERCIAL ARTIST wanted fCJr
smalJ emerging advertising ftrm. Call
899·9011.
4/19
PART-TIME JOB afternoons lc evenings.
Must be over 21-yearll•old. Apply In person-graduate students only. SafeWa:v
Liquor Store, 6704 Lomas NE.
<1/19
GENERAL OFFICE and receptionist.
Want warm, sensitive type of woman
who likes people. Type 50 wpm. Flex·
ible hours. Also some amall detail work
for 8SIIociates. Salary commensurate with
ability and experience. Send Resume •to
P.O. Box 8027.
4/16
.
CIMARRONCITA BOYS CAMP intenlew·
ing for summer jobll•. Need colmllelors
to Instruct swimming land sports, and
tennis. For appointment. eaU 242-3448.
4/16 -
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THE MALTESE FALCON
8:45

fibercraft materials
yarns • fibers • books
weaving supplies
looms • assistance
401 romero, n.w.
old town 243·0655
10-6, closed mondays

-

71

Prescriptions filled
Lenses replace!a

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE-Female shepard cross puppies, caD
266-9666 after 6 :00,
4/15
DACHSUND female 4 months. . Spayed,
aD shots. Free to good home. 266-flBS~.
4/16
FREE. DACHUNDT, has ahot.s •. thinks
he's a people, champion fence jumper.
296·0973.
4/19
CONVERTlBLE WANTED - Any make,
model or year. Must be In top condition.
CaiJ 298·8489.
4/19
HOUSE-SIT? Dependable student wiD care
for your hOme during summer. 844·7112.
4/16
GOATHEADS GOTCHA DOWNf Thorn•
Proof tubes, $6.00 tJalr. lnlltaDed thru
A11riJ. THE BIKE SHOP, 823 Y•Ie SE,
842·9100.
Ull

265-3667
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student organization!
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